Culinary LEGENDS
33rd WSRE PBS Wine & Food Classic

LEGENDARY DINNER OCT 14
WALKABOUT TASTING OCT 21

A Service of Pensacola State College
Tutti a tavola a mangiare!
“Everyone to the table to eat!” – Lidia Bastianich

The legendary PBS chef Lidia Bastianich says that good food brings everybody to the table. We thank you for coming to the table in support of our local PBS station, WSRE!

WSRE is a gem to be treasured by all of us who understand and appreciate that the station is an essential educational and cultural resource within our community.

For more than three decades, the Wine & Food Classic has served as WSRE’s signature fundraiser. Your support of this event is vital to the station’s ability to purchase the shows we enjoy, to produce local shows, to deliver early learning programs and activities that help prepare our children for kindergarten and to provide free classroom resources for our teachers in local schools.

We are flattered to have been asked to serve as Honorary Chairs for this 33rd WSRE Wine & Food Classic, and we salute the participating chefs and sponsors listed here.

Have a wonderful time and enjoy the superb cuisine prepared for this very special event!

Jan and Ron Miller
Honorary Event Chairs
Culinary Legends
33rd WSRE PBS Wine & Food Classic
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Special Thanks

Inland Seafood Corporation | Marty Stanovich | James Stegall | Jeff Weeks
with Brad Mahlof (Season 2 Winner), Salmah Hack, Leanna Pierre and Khela Brewer from The Great American Recipe on PBS!

Jean & Paul Amos Performance Studio
Pensacola State College
Saturday, October 14
6pm to 10pm

Emcee: Marty Stanovich
Special Music by Holly Shelton and John Link

Presented by Local Top Chefs:

Darian Hernandez
BROTHER FOX AND SISTER HEN

Edward Lordman
SOUTHERN GRIT CULINARY

Rusty Strain
A RUSTYC SPOON

Laura Bernardi Piovesana
THE ITALIAN WOODEN SPOON

Jordan Hewes
CRAFT GOURMET BAKERY

Special Thanks
Pensacola State College
Culinary Arts
Students led by Chef Jimmie Langham and Joni Hoang

Pensacola State College
Performing Arts
Jazz Ensemble led by Doug Holsworth

Thank You to
WINE & CHAMPAGNE SPONSOR

WINE WORLD Market
Craft Bar
Meet “The Great American Recipe” Final Three!

The winner and finalists of “The Great American Recipe” are our special guests in the kitchen for A Legendary Dinner!

Brad Mahlof, Season 2 Winner

Brad Mahlof (New York, New York) developed a cooking style that honors both his Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jewish roots. Brad is passionate about representing his heritage through food to help preserve and honor the rich and beautiful history of these Jewish communities. His cooking style emphasizes the importance of sourcing quality, seasonal, and local ingredients.

Leanna Pierre

Leanna Pierre (Norcross, Georgia) is a wife, mother, attorney, food blogger and world traveler who loves to cook for her husband and son. A first-generation American, she is proud to be the daughter of Caribbean-born and raised parents. Leanna’s specialty is traditional Caribbean cuisine with a twist of “Southern Comfort” from living in Atlanta for the past 15 years.

Salmah Hack

Salmah Hack (Orlando, Florida) inherited her family’s culture through food. She was born and raised in Richmond Hill, New York, a Queens neighborhood known as Little Guyana. A former British colony built on indentured servitude, Guyana and its cuisine reflect the influences of African, Indian, British, Portuguese, Chinese, Amerindian, and Dutch cultures.
SCI Building Plaza
Downtown Pensacola
Saturday, October 21
6pm to 9pm

Emcee: Bill Harrell
Music by Nobius

Thank You to
WINE SPONSOR

Culinary Legends
33rd WSRE PBS Wine & Food Classic
WALKABOUT TASTING

Jazmin Alarcon
Chelsea Bowman
Garth Bowman
Elise Gordon
Sarah Heaton
Cindy Islas
Cameron Jackson
Lloyd Knisbell
Mallory Morris
Steven Morris
Julie Pecchia
Rock Penfold
Sue Penfold
James Stegall
Thank You, Chefs!

Competing for People’s Choice Award and Best Chef honors:

Coralin Allen  
CORA’S CUSTOM CREATIONS

Kenny Anderson, Jr.  
JUAN’S FLYING BURRITO

MJ Dillard-Jordan  
FROM THE CROWN CATERING

Jere Doyle  
MCGUIRE’S IRISH PUB

Alphonso Dyer, Jr.  
BONEFISH GRILL

Aaron Fitch  
PARLOR DOUGHNUTS

Jennifer Lowry  
CONCHITAS CATERING

Arturo Paz  
THE GRAND MARLIN

Manuel Rodriguez  
INNISFREE HOTELS

Rudy Rudolph  
PENSACOLA YACHT CLUB

Jesse Sproles  
SCENIC HILLS COUNTRY CLUB

Mike Tilton  
LEGENDS CAFÉ

Josh Warner  
THE DISTRICT

Cast your votes for your favorite chefs with the tickets provided. Voting ends at 8:30. Awards will be announced at 8:45.
Earl Peyroux Best Chef Award

JUDGES
Bob Solarski
WEAR ABC 3 News Anchor
Dr. Rameca Vincent Leary
Pensacola State College Director of Community and Special Initiatives
Steve Barber
Scarlett Magazine/FACES Publisher

People’s Choice Award

YOU BE THE JUDGE!
Look for the “TV” ballot bins at each chef’s station and use the blue tickets to vote for your favorite dishes. Each blue ticket equals one vote.
Voting ends at 8:30pm.
WSRE, a PBS member station licensed to the Pensacola State College District Board of Trustees and supported by the WSRE-TV Foundation, serves as a critical media source for trusted content and a safe media space for children to grow and learn.

OUR MISSION

WSRE-PBS positively impacts local communities through education, entertainment and engagement by providing everyone access to the highest quality media content and by engaging all children in essential learning activities.

WSRE is licensed to the Pensacola State College District Board of Trustees. The WSRE-TV Foundation Board of Directors supports WSRE’s mission and programs by encouraging private gifts and through the financial oversight of the Foundation’s investments and annual budget. The WSRE-TV Foundation is a 501(c)(3) tax-deductible, non-profit corporation and is organized as a direct support organization of Pensacola State College under Florida Statutes.